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Book Descriptions:

Dei Remote Start Installation Manual

By Mjtrinihobby Follow I wanted the same convenience for the wife and after 5 years she has given
permission after seeing all the other improvements I have done on her veteran Hyundai trajet. If you
are good at car audio, electronics, modifications and maintenance then a remote start system is very
easy. You must have the wiring diagrams for your vehicle and it helps if there is already an existing
viper or DEI alarm installed. For cars that never had an aftermarket alarm and use factory
immobilizer, you will need the immobilizer bypass module from DEI. I bought the avital 5303l system
for her vehicle which is also a DEI product. This installation requires heavy Guage wiring connection
to the cars ignition key switch. Soldering is mandatory here. I have attached the complete
installation guide for the Avital 5303L. The installation I performed did not include wiring of the
door lock or door switches circuits since these were already wired to the existing viper alarm.
Attachments avital 5303 installation.pdf Download Add Tip Ask Question Comment Download Step 1
Dry Testing the System. It is hyper important to wire up the system at home to a 12volt supply and
test all the needed features. I bought the bitwriter to allow far easier programming of certain
features. I simulated door status, remote starting, triggering the alarm, and the 2 way pager
features of the remote. Also important are the brake shutdown and neutral safety features. For dry
testing the neutral safety wire must be tied to 0Volt. To test the brake shutdown just touch it to
12Volt. All worked well and I decided the following features I wanted installed or omitted 1. No
parking light hook up. I find this feature annoying and I gives away the fact that the driver is coming
to a remote started vehicle. Sort of dangerous in our island home. 2. The remote start will not
monitor the engine status. I have a fixed crank time of 1.0second. Older cars like ours never give a
proper tach or voltage
signal.http://www.kranjska-cebela.si/Upload/ibm-system-storage-3573-manual.xml

dei remote start installation instructions, 1.0, dei remote start installation
instructions.

My car never once worked properly with the feedback signal. Add Tip Ask Question Comment
Download Step 2 Remove the Lower Dash Cover. With 4 Phillips head screws, a 10mm bolt and the
trunk release cable off the lower cover removed to reveal the old viper module and the ignition
wiring. The car battery needs to be connected to do certain tests. Add Tip Ask Question Comment
Download Step 3 Finding the Kill Switch Wiring. The viper 350hv installed in this vehicle has a kill
relay to prevent ignition if the module is unceremoniously yanked out. I bypassed this kill by
connecting the violet wire to the black 0volt. Add Tip Ask Question Comment Download Step 4
Testing the Ignition Wires. These 6 wires will be connected to the remote start relay module. The
key switch has a connector jack with 3 pairs of lugs. The constant 12volt will always have voltage on
it. This is the first and easiest the find. In this car it is the RED and ORANGE wires in the middle of
the connector jack to the key switch. The key must be inserted to find the other 4 wires. Turning to
the Accessories position, testing with my multimeter gives the YELLOW wire. Verifying by turning
off then back to accessories is necessary. This wire is at the top of the connector jack. Next the
ignition1 and ignition 2 wires. Turning the key to ignition and probing the harness gives me the
PINK wire as ignition 1 ORANGE wire as ignition 2. Toggling between accessories and ignition
position verifies my finding. Both of these wires are at the bottom of the connector jack. Lastly the
starter wire at the top of the connector jack. This involves actually cranking the engine. Of course
the starter solenoid wire can be temporarily disconnected but the starter on this vehicle is hard to
reach. Once GRAY the wire is identified now onto some real installing. Add Tip Ask Question
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Comment Download Step 5 Replacing the Old Viper With the New Avital. Having an existing viper
alarm system makes installation so much
easier.http://petpetmates.com/files/editor/ibm-syncsort-manual-pdf.xml

The wires are already there to be tapped into and nicely identified. Disconnecting the battery is
important here to avoid blowing fuses. I used the same H1 12pin jst connector. I removed the pins I
have no use for with the avital module. Luckily dei makes both avital and viper so the connections
are pretty universal. The wiring highlighted in yellow are what I used for my installation. I cable tied
the avital 5305l module inside the dash. Add Tip Ask Question Comment Download Step 6 Installing
the Brake Shutdown. This is taken from the brake pedal switch that send 12volt to the lights. Testing
is simple by depressing the pedal to get 12volt. The other side of the switch will have constant
12volt. The brown wire is tapped into the switched 12volt. VERY IMPORTANT! If you have led Park
and brake lights, you must remove the park lights WHITE wire from the H1 connector. The leds
produce a backfeed that actually disables the remote starter. I learned this the hard way. Add Tip
Ask Question Comment Download Step 7 Installing the Neutral Safety Wire. This wire is located on
pin 1 of connector c214 on the ecm module of the car. In park the wire at this pin goes to 12Volt.
Due to the horrendously stupid wiring Hyundai uses in this vehicle, the neutral safety feature cannot
be installed at this time. I will need to put a delay ON timer relay to temporarily 0volt the neutral
safety wire to allow remote starting then a relay powered from the park gear position will keep it at
0V. Every sane car manufacturer uses 0volt to identify a gear at the ecm. Retard inbred Hyundai
engineers uses 12volt only when the key is at the ON position. Luckily my wife has not yet gone the
way of her mother by turning off her car in gear complete with keys and door wide open. Easy for
car thieves stalking her. Sheesh. Add Tip Ask Question Comment Download Step 8 Installing the
Antenna. After cleaning the windscreen, I stuck the antenna behind the rear view mirror.

I routed the wiring down the driver side pillar. Add Tip Ask Question Comment Download Step 9
Installing the Remote Start Relay Module. Since I had already identified the necessary heavy Gauge
wires, I solder connected the wires shown in the wiring diagram. My 100watt soldering iron came in
handy for this step. I disconnected the battery here to avoid any faults. Mind you, this step is the
hardest since it involves tight spaces under the dash. The battery has to be disconnected for this
step. The avital 2 red wires with fuses I tied to the 12volt BATTERY RED wire middle of connector.
The avital red white wire with fuse I tied to the 12volt BATTERY ORANGE wire middle of connector.
The avital orange wire I tied to the Accessories YELLOW wire middle of connector. The avital pink
wire I tied to the ignition1 PINK wire bottom of connector. The avital pink white wire I tied to the
ignition2 ORANGE wire bottom of connector. I had to cut the starter wire now. The avital green wire
I tied to the GRAY wire running to the key switch. The avital purple ties to the other end of the GRAY
wire running to the engine starter. This wire is at the top of the connector. The last pic shows a
convenient wiring diagram I did to identify all the heavy gauge wires for the remote start module.
Once I put electrical tape and plugged back in the connector and reconnected the car battery. It is
very important to manually start the car and ensure all circuits to the oem wiring is working
properly. Add Tip Ask Question Comment Download Step 10 Future Programming. I left a spare
programming cable plugged into the avital 5305l module. This will make it easy to tweak at future
dates without having to take down the dash. On a related note, the bitwriter refuses to write when
the system is in valet mode. It must be in alarm mode to allow reading and writing. Add Tip Ask
Question Comment Download Step 11 Horn Installation and Completion. The horn was simple to
install.

http://fscl.ru/content/how-manually-manage-music-ipad

The black wire went to chassis for 0volt. With the car remote started I did the following tests. 1.
Shutdown by pressing the brake pedal. 2. Manually inserting the key and trying the start while the
car is remote started. This is to test the anti grind feature. Now the wife has remote start
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capabilities with her veteran Hyundai trajet. We live in a hot climate so have the air conditioning on
is a huge comfort by the time she actually gets into the car. Also she likes the new 2 way pager
remote. She likes the pretty factor. Kudos to me! Not bad for an anniversary present eh. Add Tip Ask
Question Comment Download Share it with us! I Made It! Recommendations DIY Laser Engraver
With RGB Post Comment Categories Circuits. To successfully install a remote starter kit, it is best if
your car is already equipped with a factory keyless remote entry system. The remote start will turn
the engine and some accessories on, but you will not be able to drive the car until you physically put
the key into the ignition and turn it to the on position. The system allows you to warm your engine
up before getting into the car. Step 1 Start your car and check to make sure all lights and
accessories are in proper working order before beginning the installation. All lights and accessories
must be in proper working order to complete a successful installation. Step 2 Read the instruction
manual that came with your kit thoroughly before beginning the installation. Viper makes several
different types of remote starter sets, each with slightly different features. You should be familiar
with all the procedures unique to your kit before you get started. Step 3 Disarm the factory antitheft
system on your car. Do this by pressing the unlock button on the keyless entry fob, then putting the
key into the drivers side door and physically turning it to the unlocked position. Check your car
owners manual to see if your vehicle is equipped with a passive antitheft system.

https://eurodente.com/images/contract-manual-mes-2012-pdf.pdf

These systems prevent anyone from hotwiring your car or tampering with the ignition switch. If your
car is so equipped, you will need a transponder bypass before proceeding with the installation of the
Viper remote start system. See References for a complete guide to transponder bypasses. Step 4
Remove the panel beneath the steering wheel. Inside of it are the wiring connections needed to
connect the remote starter. These include the power, ignition, accessory, starter, parking light and
brake wires. Put on the safety gloves and goggles, then identify each wire using the voltmeter or
multimeter, installation kit instructions and car owners manual. There may be more than one wire in
a particular bundle. Use a relay to connect multiple wires from the same bundle after you have
disconnected the battery. Step 5 Disconnect the battery, then make all connections with the kit.
Solder the connections, then secure them with electrical tape after the solder has cooled. Recheck
your instruction packet after each connection before proceeding to the next. Reconnect the battery
and test the remote start and all accessories before putting the cover panels back in place. If any
system does not work, recheck the connection and secure it properly. Once everything tests
satisfactorily, you may replace the covers and drive the car. Tip Take pictures with a digital camera
after you have removed the covers to help you remember how the wires and components should be
properly connected. This will help you in reassembly and to troubleshoot any problems you might
encounter during the testing process. Warning When you do complex electrical or electronic
installations yourself, you are responsible for any faulty work. A faulty installation can cause damage
to the cars electronic and computer systems. A professional installation will protect any remaining
warranty you have on the car and against any installation errors.

http://klironomou.com/images/contract-procedures-manual.pdf

Items you will need Socket set Screwdriver set Wire cutters Soldering iron and solder Digital
voltmeter or multimeter Electrical tape Heat gun Car owners manual Safety gloves Safety goggles
References Dr. Detail Shop Remote Car Starter Installation Guide Dr. Detail Shop Factory AntiTheft
Bypass and Databus Guide Viper Remote Start About the Author This article was written by the It
Still Works team, copy edited and fact checked through a multipoint auditing system, in efforts to
ensure our readers only receive the best information. To submit your questions or ideas, or to simply
learn more about It Still Works, contact us. More Articles How to Program an AM6 Remote Starter
Troubleshooting an Audiovox Remote. How to Program a Clifford CE 0889 Remote How to Program
Hyundai Lock Remotes How to Program a Dodge Ram Key Fob How to Program a Remote Keyless
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Entry. And by having access to our ebooks online or by storing it on your computer, you have
convenient answers with Viper 5501 Install Guide Download. To get started finding Viper 5501
Install Guide Download, you are right to find our website which has a comprehensive collection of
manuals listed. Our library is the biggest of these that have literally hundreds of thousands of
different products represented. I get my most wanted eBook Many thanks If there is a survey it only
takes 5 minutes, try any survey which works for you. We use cuttingedge technology to make sure
you are in control, providing range and features you can count on every time. No complaints, works
great! My husband has a remote start the dealership put in, and if youre not close to the vehicle to
hear the horn beep, youre out of luck. I got this for my daughter last year and for me, and it works
like a charm. You cant go wrong. The distance is great on it!

I live in Wisconsin where winter cold is colder than cold, it is great to walk outside and get into a
warm car, windshield is clear of snow and ice, I bought and had it installed by Best Buy, it works
great and the installer was very helpful and still is when I call with a quick question. Enter your
email and subscribe to our newsletter. Please choose a different delivery location.Our payment
security system encrypts your information during transmission. We don’t share your credit card
details with thirdparty sellers, and we don’t sell your information to others. Please try again.Please
try again.Show details. Ships from and sold by 4Wheel Online. Order it now. Sold by UTV Stereo and
ships from Amazon Fulfillment. In order to navigate out of this carousel please use your heading
shortcut key to navigate to the next or previous heading. In order to navigate out of this carousel
please use your heading shortcut key to navigate to the next or previous heading. Please try your
search again later.Remote Starter Videos for related products 803 Click to play video StartX Tacoma
Push To Start Remote Starter Installation Video Remote Starter Videos for related products 444
Click to play video StartX Tundra Remote Starter Installation Video Remote Starter Videos for
related products 834 Click to play video StartX Tacoma HKey Remote Starter Install Remote Starter
Videos for related products 347 Click to play video How To Install A Remote Starter on a 20152020
Ford F150 ISSYAUTO Videos for related products 305 Click to play video StartX Remote Starter For
Jeep Wranglers Push to Start Installation Video Remote Starter Videos for related products 218
Click to play video Remote Start Installation Video For 20142019 Ford Fusion MyPushcart Next
page Upload your video Video Customer Review Works as expected, not too difficult to install.

See full review Nigel Onsite Associates Program To calculate the overall star rating and percentage
breakdown by star, we don’t use a simple average. Instead, our system considers things like how
recent a review is and if the reviewer bought the item on Amazon. It also analyzes reviews to verify
trustworthiness. Please try again later. Nigel 4.0 out of 5 stars I had already installed the Avital
keyless entry 2101 years ago so I bought this to add onto that. I wish I would have done it sooner.
There are many forums and guides to follow and MANY of the wires are not needed in my
application. This is add on device and since I already had the remote fobs.etc, it simply ties in with
that. Keep in mind if your vehicle is equipped with a anti theft device you will probably have to get
another add on.Without has a very short range for remote starting. 5303L has a very discreate
alarm, do not trigger at every disturbance, and remote starter has a decent range. I recommend to
buy relays for upping windows when you shut down the system.Works as it should. The
programming is a little cryptic but I opted not to buy the programming module. WARNING do not
buy this if you are not VERY WELL versed in automotive electronic systems. Professional installation
is required. Installed on a 2006 Nissan Frontier by Import Intelligence Inc.This is not for the novice
to install, it is a bit of a pain but simply hooking wires if you have a diagram and know how!The
instructions arent good and the ones online that I found werent very clear either. I never got it
working so its been in the box taking up space.Before I purchased this item I checked the
manufacturers website and it appeared to have quite a bit of tech support. They even had links to
YouTube instructional videos etc. The videos were produced by the parent company of Avital, which
also owns Viper and several other brands, in the videos it talks of vehicle specific wiring diagrams



and other tech support resources.

I purchased two of these devices and was hoping to install myself. Once I purchased the items I
attempted to get the vehicle specific wiring diagrams for my vehicle. I could not get access to the
tech support websites so I called the company. I was told that they would not in any way provide me
with any tech support or provide me the vehicle specific wiring diagrams. So I am going to find an
installer and pay them for the install.Previamente ya habia instalado este modelo pero una revision
anterior. Es una buena opcion para no agregar una alarma de terceros a un vehiculo con alarma
OEM cuando se desea agregar un arrancador a distancia, es decir, se agrega a la alarma OEM y se
puede activar el arrancador con los controles remoto OEM. La instalacion es relativamente sencilla
en comparacion con otros arrancadores que he instalado y en general no requiere relevadores ni
cableado extra depende del vehiculo. El tacometro virtual a veces apaga la marcha algo tarde pero
es raro y no requiere cablear al tacometro del DIS o la computadora del vehiculo.Sorry, we failed to
record your vote. Please try again Sorry, we failed to record your vote. Please try again In order to
navigate out of this carousel please use your heading shortcut key to navigate to the next or
previous heading. The short answer is Sure you can. But I am confident that you want more
information than that! Read on. Back in the day, there were all kinds of methods to do a remote start
in a standard shift. One manufacturer had little lights that you had to line up to ensure that the
shifter was in the neutral position. What a joke that was. There was nothing out there that appeared
to be both safe and reliable. So what changed our minds. A couple of years ago, our remote starter
vendor, Compustar, came up with a very easy to use, reliable and safe method. That method has
been improved upon and today, is very foolproof. First of all, you must have the emergency brake on.
Second, the vehicle must be in neutral.

If either one of these conditions does not exist during the remote start sequence, the result could be
deadly. The car could buck forward and roll down a hill. Not good. Most vehicles have a wire
attached to the emergency brake. If the brake is not engaged, the remote car starter realizes this
and will not let the vehicle start. But what about the shifter First of all, when you are ready to get
out of your car, you need to engage the emergency brake. You do this before you shut off the car.
This is a sign to the remote car starter to keep the car running even after you turn off the key. After
that, you press the start button on your remote car starter remote. Next you actually turn off the key
and the car stays running. Now you make sure that the car is in neutral and get out of the car. When
you close the door, the car shuts off. Why go through all of that. If the car is still running when you
get out of the car, obviously it had to be in neutral. As long as noone has opened the door since you
exited, the car will start. If the door was opened, the car will not start. This is a safety feature to
ensure that no one has gotten in the vehicle and put it back in gear. Opening the door interrupts the
specific series of events that needs to happen in order to start the car remotely. Once the door is
opened, you need to repeat the process outlined above before remote car starting. Please stop in
anytime for a free estimate on a remote car starter for your standard shift vehicle. It is filled with
over 25 pages of great advice to ensure that your buying experience is a great one! Can a remote car
starter be installed in this vehicle Can this be installed on something that old First off im a 12 volt
installer neways DEI makes a remote start for stick shift cars, and the other ways is to custom fab a
ring around the stick shift and make sure it grounds out if in gear. Never owned anything else.

The problem with this statement is that it may not rely on mechanical parts that yes, have a chance
to fail. However it relys on an electronic system that eventually WILL fail. There’s no way around
that. Nothing electronic in this world is made to last. My point had nothing to do with muscle cars.
Just that the current solution offered by Compustar is far far superior to the old school mechanical
devices. I stand behind my statement. Whereas if the mechanical version grounding ring fails, the
car would start since it wouldn’t think it’s in gear. Therefore, if there is an air leak, the brakes come
on. Some famous engineer. I don’t fully understand if Ford MyKey is useful at all, need to look into



this issue more.The car tells me when to shift, so they already have a sensor.It just seems somewhat
redundant and a slight personal inconvenience to signal the remote starter with the parking break,
then fumble with the transponder on your keychain to press the button and signal it again, and then
remove your keys. Again I may be overlooking some safety aspect here redundancy is the key to
safety of course, but it seems to me it would be just as safe if you used the parking break to signal
the remote starter to enable instead of a combination of the parking break and the button push. And
your parking brake should only be on when you’re parked, which is why it would be a good indicator
to enable the remote start, unless of course you want to manually enable it at specific times only. My
point was how I can’t see that this adds to the safety, it just seems to me like it allows you to choose
whether or not your remote start is enabled when you exit the car. If it was in gear when they got
out of the car while it was running, the car would have been rolling already. I was wondering if i
could put an automatic car starter in it. Please help. Perhaps they took other precautions. This would
never be the way that we would do it.

And I’m a little embarrassed that someone in my industry would do this. Gives us all a bit of a black
eye. What you need to do is go back to that shop and ask them to explain exactly how this vehicle is
safe and how ALL of the required safety functions perform properly. Make them show you. If they
cannot, I would politely ask for them to take it out and refund all of your money. Injuring someone
because of this potentially bad install would be horrible to live with. With my car it has to be in
reverse to remove the key so netural and e brake isnt an option. I figure the answer to my.Is this a
defect in your switch, or the way it was from factory I too have that exact vehicle. I’ve been told you
cant put a remote start in our car. With having to leave the key in the ignition only invites a thief to
take it. There should be an electronic switch to allow the key to be released when the shifter is in
reverse. We should be able to recreate that scenario once the system has activated reservation mode
by setting the Ebrake. It would require some additional diagnostic and wiring, but it can be done.
Stop in anytime with the vehicle and we can provide you with a firm price quote. Was thinking about
an auto starter. Worried about hassle and safety. Would it work in this car. Is it worth it We feel that
they are very safe however we would always tell you not to do anything unless you are 100%
comfortable with it. Stop in with the vehicle when you have a chance and we can go over the unit in
detail and answer any questions. Can you use the remote start in conjunction with a turbo timer. I
don’t see how it can work but if it can, I’d definitely be interested in it. I’m not sure if this would be
possible, but we would be happy to look into it. Stop in with your vehicle and let us take a look at
exactly how your turbo timer operates and perhaps we can make this work. Thanks for the great
comment and question.

Stop in with the vehicle at your convenience and we will look it over and quote you a price. Thanks
for checking out our site! I would look for a quality installer in your area and have them look over
your vehicle. My company Cotronix designed and sold the ComfyCar back in the 80’s. Not saying
that it has not and cannot work. It is not something that we would be comfortable putting our name
on. If we cannot feel comfortable that the vehicle will start all the time, we will not take the job.
What model of a command start would you recommend. He started out in the 80’s at DesignTech. It
has problems starting sometimes does the remote start know to try to restart it if doesn’t start the
first few cranks Well, I’ll have to think of another Christmas gift. Lol. 0.0 We have done hundreds of
Manual Trans installs and have not had any issues. The install took all day but it has worked as
advertised since I put it in. Do you guys sell anything antenna or otherwise that I could incorporate
with this install that would give me better range. Perhaps a remote with an antenna I would contact
the manufacturer and see if they can give you any advice. It would be our opinion that you should
take this back to your installer and explain what happened. They should be able to assess your
problem. Obviously, I cannot make it to your shop for installation and I cannot find a local shop who
is willing to do an install. Can you provide instructions to safely install remote start. Would that
affect the shutdown and subsequent restart of the engine. Thank you for having a safe way to install



remote start on standard transmission cars. Now I will not settle for anything less than your setup.
Unfortunately we do not offer installation advice, particularly for remote car starters. There is way
too much liability involved. What you really need to do is to find a quality shop that does excellent
work. You may gladly put them in touch with us if they are unfamiliar with the process that we use.

Currently, we recommend Compustar remote starters and you can use their dealer locator at The
part would detect any motion with the vehicle. We require this on any “convertible” vehicles with
standard trans that we would do a remote starter install on. You say the system shuts off if the door
is opened so does it shut off even when I’m getting in the car after I’ve remote started it When
remote starting the vehicle, this does not come into play and the vehicle will stay running. You get
in, put the key in the ignition and turn it to the “on” position. Tap the brake and drie away. It’s that
simple. We have been selling Compustar for several years and they are a top notch company. Go to
and use their dealer locator to find some dealers in your area.I recently have had problems with it
starting and everything I have read say that this car has a manufacture glitch that some antitheft
gell in the ignition freezes and it wont start in the cold. Some people say that there is no way to fix it
and others say that installinga remote start will bypass that antitheft issue and allow the car to start
everytime. But it is a manual and I dont think my E break works well because the car always slides
on a hill even when it is in 1st gear. Do you think a remote start would fix it and is a remote start
even possible Thanks! I do not agree that a remote starter should be used to bypass an existing
problem. If there is an underlying problem, that should be fixed before installing a remote car
starter. I have a Toyota Corolla AE86 GTS with 5 speed manual transmission. I wouldn’t see any
reason why it wouldn’t work on yours. Would a remote start work for this truck since I am
purchasing a system by viper which is the 5701v security system with remote start I can tell you that
we can install a Compustar in your vehicle. Just make sure that you go to a specialist retailer to
purchase and install your starter. We have had a great deal of success with them.
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